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BEN BOYD NATIONAL PARK 
About the Park
Ben Boyd National Park, named after Benjamin Boyd a 19th century entrepreneur 
(p243), was declared in 1971, and is one of the state’s best-known parks. 

It protects 10 485 hectares of rocky coastline, sandy beaches, sheltered inlets, ocean 
platforms and historic sites. Twofold Bay separates the northern and southern sections; the 
northern section extending to Pambula, and southern section to Disaster Bay, at the northern 
end of Nadgee Nature Reserve (p253). 

This is the land of two Aboriginal 
nations, the Monaroo and Yuin people who 
were divided into groupings determined 
by skin, totems and local dialects. Seafood 
was a major part of their diet. They read the 
local vegetation like we would read a book. 
Plants flowering at certain times indicated 
the different fishing seasons including when 
whales were migrating. Baiting, spearing, 
trapping and poisons to paralyse the fish 
were used to catch their prey. Luderick 
(black fish) was often speared from the 
rocks or canoes by casting small pieces of 
crayfish, sea eggs, cunjevoi or shellfish on 
the water to attract them. 

Over 50 Aboriginal archaeological sites 
have been recorded in the park and are 
evidence of at least 6000 years occupation. They are important spiritual and traditional 
links between today’s Aboriginal community and their ancestors. Middens top several 
headlands and provide valuable reference material. Far more than ‘garbage dumps’, they 
were sometimes used as birthing places or burial sites. 

Logbooks of Captain James Cook, George Bass and Matthew Flinders describe Ben 
Boyd’s coastline. Bass came ashore near the mouth of the Pambula River in 1797 to shelter 
from a gale. Flinders’ 1802 log tells of sending eight men ashore in search of water at 
Disaster Bay. They never returned to ship, and that’s how the bay got its name.

Whaling commenced in the early 1820s and it took less than 40 years to deplete a 
whale population that is still striving to reach sustainable levels. At the height of whaling 
operations in 1845 when the industry was fiercely competitive, 27 whaleboats operated 
from Twofold Bay. Repeat these figures for a dozen other shore-based whaling stations 
along the south coast, then add the hundreds of deep-sea whaling ships and you can gain 
some idea of how whale numbers were decimated. Whalers favoured the southern right 

DidgaKnow ??? .. ..

Killer whales are not actually ‘whales’. They are the largest member of the dolphin family. 

A DREAMING STORY
Ingenious Indigenous People – 

How to Catch a Whale
When whales (murirra) where seen near 
the coast being pursued by killer whales 
(manannas), an old man would light fires along 
the beach to attract the manannas. He then 
pretended to limp from one fire to another with 
a stick in each hand. The manannas would 
feel sorry for the old man and would chase 
the murirra towards the shore so he would 
have some food. When the murirra became 
helpless and beached, other men who had 
been hiding would rush down and attack it with 
their weapons. A messenger would then be 
sent to invite relatives and neighbours to come 
and share the feast. After the blubber was cut 
through and the animal’s flesh eaten, the tongue 
and the lips were left for the manannas. 

whale, a baleen whale that filters plankton 
from the ocean floor through its flexible 
screen of baleen or whalebone. The 
whalebone was used to make corsets, hoops 
for bustles, and umbrella ribs, while oil was 
used in candle and soap production, tanning 
and as fuel for lamps. Whale products were 
Australia’s biggest annual export until coal 
gas, kerosene, mineral oil, and electricity 
replaced the need for whale oils, and 
synthetics replaced whalebone products. 

Capturing southern right whales 
was banned in 1935 and with recent 
international protection southern right 
whales, humpbacks, minckes and blue 
whales (the largest animals on the planet) 
are returning. Killer whales have also been 
sighted recently in Twofold Bay.

Green Cape Lightstation, NSW’s 
tallest and most southerly coastal light was 
commissioned in 1883 and beamed its first 
light that year. Supplies and construction 
materials were shipped from Sydney to 
Bittangabee Bay and held in the storehouse 
until they were carted seven kilometres by horse-drawn tramway to the lighthouse. 
Remnants of the storehouse and tramway are at the bay (p251), and memorials and graves 
on the headland give an insight into some shipping disasters that happened along this stretch 
of treacherous coastline (p252).

WHALERS ARRIVE
•	Early 1800s: American whaling fleets were 

hunting whales around New Zealand and 
Australia’s southern coastline.

•	1828: A shore-based whaling station was 
established by Captain Thomas Raine.

•	1832-1834: George and Peter Imlay set up 
whaling stations at Snug Cove and East Boyd 
in Twofold Bay. They also had crews further 
south at Bittangabee Bay where they held 
substantial stock runs. Theirs was the first 
permanent whaling station at Eden and for 
the next nine years they operated the area’s 
largest whaling enterprise. Humpbacks were 
the main species caught and in the 1840 
season, the Imlay’s station produced 200 
tuns (a large cask with a capacity of about 
252 gallons or 1150 litres) of whale oil from 
between 50 and 60 whales.

•	1840: Otaheiti Bill set up trypots at Kiah Inlet.
•	1842: Benjamin Boyd arrived. Apart from 

his other interests of trading, shipping and 
grazing, he was also big on whaling. His 
station was built at East Boyd where he was  
directly competing with the Imlays. (p243).

•	1857: Alexander Davidson built his whaling 
station at Kiah Inlet (p247).

Green Cape Lightstation
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BEN BOYD – ONE OF OUR FIRST BIG SPENDERS
He only lived for fifty years but during that time loads of money ran through his fingers.

Boyd, a stockbroker, arrived from England in 1842 with a vision to improve communication in the 
NSW and south-west Pacific region by using larger, more reliable, steam-powered ships. He asked 
for certain privileges so he could purchase land at five or six locations along the coast where he 
intended to establish harbours and coaling stations. 

Boyd started investing his own and his bank’s money and before long he was considered one 
of the major squatters in the country with 14 stations in the Monaro, and four at Port Phillip. He was 
Australia’s most ambitious entrepreneur when he arrived at Twofold Bay dreaming of creating a 
city to rival Sydney. He established a port called Boyd Town, and built a 91 m long jetty and a 23 m 
high tower so he could ship livestock and goods to and from his properties on the western Monaro 
Plains. He then built a whaling station at East Boyd and expanded his fleet until he had nine whaling 
boats working for him. Upset that the Imlay brothers Bittangabee and Mowarry Point boats had the 
advantage of taking the northerly migrating whales before they reached Twofold Bay, Boyd sent his 
own boat to Bittangabee in 1844. He began shipping ‘cheap labour’ from the Pacific Islands in 1847, 
but this venture failed. At the same 
time the Imlays were affected with 
financial and personal problems and 
their families abandoned Bittangabee 
Bay. Boyd took over their site in 1848 
and moved their gear out.

Boyd’s imposing lighthouse tower 
was built from Sydney sandstone. 
The blocks arrived by boat and were 
carted to the site by bullock teams 
carrying two, half-ton stones in each 
wagon. Some unused blocks are still 
at the base of the tower. His idea 
was that the tower be used for whale-
spotting by day and as a lighthouse by 
night. After several arguments with the 
government, he was denied approval 
to operate the lighthouse but the tower 
did become an important lookout from 
which Eden’s shore-based whalers 
spotted migrating whales.

Boyd’s schemes seemed too 
grandiose for a young Australia and 
seven years after he arrived here 
his business empire crashed. He set 
sail for California in 1849 and had no 
luck at the gold-diggings. On his way 
through the Pacific islands in 1851 he 
went ashore at Guadalcanal in the 
Solomon Islands with one native, to 
shoot game. Two shots were heard 
and that was the end of Boyd – his 
belt was all that was found.

Boyd’s name lives on, emblazoned 
across his tower at the entrance to 

the national park.

Boyd's Tower

Landforms, Plants, Birds and Animals
Ben Boyd National Park is renowned for almost 40 kilometres of colourful, rugged 
coastline, rock formations and sea caves, the result of extensive geological folding.

Iron deposits give a striking red tinge to cliffs and headlands, a stark contrast to the blue 
seas and skies. Tiny coves fed by small creeks interrupt the rocky cliff-lined coast that gives 
way to coastal plains extending to the low coastal ranges. Haycock Hill (252 metres) in the 
park’s southern section is the highest point. The rest of the park barely reaches 100 metres 
above sea level. Lennards Island, a rocky formation close to the northern coastline, is also 
part of the park.

A remarkable feature in the north is an actively eroding gully holding Quoraburagun 
Pinnacles where cliffs of white sand and bare clay soils are capped with a layer of red 
gravelly clay, concentrated with iron (p246). The clay was laid down over 60 million years 
ago. The particles of iron were originally spread through all levels but have been dislodged 
by sinking rainwater. The water rises under the hot sun, and carries all the particles to the 
top where they bind together. Colourful headlands and cave-riddled cliffs flank the seven-
kilometre beach backed by dune scrubs and stunted heaths.

Haystack Rock, also in the park’s north, juts 500 metres out to sea from the broken 
platform of Haycock Point (p246), its iron-rich sedimentary and volcanic rock formations 
providing an ideal nesting ground for seabirds.

Twofold Bay separates the more recent sedimentary basement rocks in the north from 
some of the oldest metamorphic rock formations along the NSW coast, in the south. These 
formations were laid down between 410 to 345 million years ago. Great folds in the earth’s 
crust can be seen above the shoreline at Red Point (p248), below Boyds Tower and on the 
rock platform on the southern side of Saltwater Bay (p250).

Flowering heaths and banksia forests are the main vegetation types. Impenetrable heath 
and closed scrub sheered by wind and stunted by salt spray, indicates this is one of the 
coldest, driest and windiest areas on the NSW coast. Growing among the heathland plants 
is Victoria’s floral emblem, Victorian heath. 

Haycock Point and Haycock Rock
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Sand-binding grasses cover the dunes and swales and away from the beach and 
heathlands, open forest and woodland dominated by silvertop ash and red bloodwoods cover 
much of the park. Blackbutts in the northern section are at their southern limit. Rainforest-
related plants grow in some of the moist valleys, especially around Disaster Bay.

The park is a haven for bird life with 212 species, approximately 40 per cent of all NSW 
bird species, recorded in Ben Boyd and neighbouring Nadgee Nature Reserve (p255) and 
Bournda National Park (p234). Juicy red berries produced by coastal saltbush provide an 
important food source for birds and formed part of the diet for local Aborigines. Vulnerable 
ground parrots (p100) and striated field wrens nest in heathlands. Little terns (p185) find 
habitats along the beaches, dunes and sand spits. Other vulnerable birds include pied and 
sooty oystercatchers, hooded plovers and glossy black cockatoos. It is not unusual to see 
the male superb lyrebird (p127) scratching up display mounds and going through his ritual 
of dancing and tail displaying, during the mating season. Commonly seen and heard are 
noisy and aggressive wattlebirds. They have a distinctive ‘chock-chock’ call as they visit 
up to 500 banksia heads each day to satisfy their energy needs. White-bellied sea-eagles, 
honeyeaters and yellow-tailed black cockatoos are also readily encountered.

Eastern grey kangaroos, swamp wallabies (p361), wombats (p356), bandicoots, ringtail 
possums and goannas are common, and the park also provides protection for less common 
long-nosed potoroos and yellow-bellied gliders. There is a resident colony of Australian fur 
seals near Green Cape Lightstation. Weedy sea dragons are another species of marine life 
found along the beaches and headlands, and of course there are the whales. It’s not unusual 
to spot humpbacks and southern right whales from several vantage points along the coast 
as they migrate south.

The official whale-watching season is from 1 September to the end of November. 
Green Cape Lightstation: Contact NPWS (p234) for information about guided tours 
and accommodation at the two restored cottages. They sleep up to six people each.

For private accommodation see p239.

02 6495 5000 NPWS Merimbula office (p234)

Getting to Ben Boyd National Park
Ben Boyd National Park is on the NSW Sapphire Coast approximately 490 kilometres south 
of Sydney and 275 kilometres south-east of Canberra.

Getting to the northern section
0.0 km Exit Princes Hwy at gravelled Haycock Rd, south of Pambula.
1.0 km Turn right to Pinnacles 500 m.

1.5 km Carpark. Start Long Beach and Quoraburagun Pinnacles Circuit.
4.8 km Severs Beach turnoff on left.

6.3 km Carpark and start of Severs Beach walk.
4.9 km North Long Beach turnoff on right.

5.7 km Carpark and start of the North Long Beach walk.
6.8 km Parking area and start of Haycock Point to Barmouth walk.

i

HAYCOCK POINT to BARMOUTH
6 km return, 2 hours, easy, 35 m ascent / descent
This walk leads through an interesting mix of different vegetation and terrain. You’re almost 
certain to see eastern grey kangaroos, and the coastal views are excellent.

0.0 km  A track leads downhill from the parking area, crosses a gully and climbs through 
tall coast banksias. Continue past two tracks on the left and a large shell midden near the 
headland, to a junction where a track leads right to Haycock Point. There are great views 
here, north to Merimbula Beach and Merimbula Lake, and east to Haystack Rock. 

Return to the previous junction and turn right through a large grassy clearing where 
eastern grey kangaroos often graze or rest in the shade. The well-marked track leads through 
the clearing towards the cliff edge where a sign points to Barmouth. There are good views 
south as the track curves left away from the cliff near another junction. (The track straight 
ahead ends at some steps leading down into the base of a rocky watercourse draining across 
a small sandy beach.) 

The main track descends to curve around a gully, then climbs through open coastal 
forest to another junction. Walk straight ahead for a few metres to a vantage point where 
there are views from the exposed cliff to a pyramid-shaped, arched rock. 

2.1 km  Return to the main track and head south for more good views across the mouth 
of Pambula River. The track curves around another gully then crosses a small wooden 
bridge near a sign pointing to the 
beach. Continue uphill to Barmouth 
carpark, and then follow the track down 
across a series of log and stone steps to 
Barmouth Beach.

3.0 km  Turn right and cross a 
red rock shelf where several slabs are 
veined with quartz. 

At the small sandy beach passed 
earlier, rejoin the walking track and 
retrace your steps to the start.

SHORT WALKS IN THE NORTHERN SECTION 
•	 Long Beach and Quoraburagun Pinnacles Circuit: This is a great early morning walk. Soft light 

makes it easy to get good photos of the pinnacles. Allow around 1 hr for the 2 km circuit. Walk 
downhill from the carpark and veer left at a junction towards a lookout. Continue through huge 
blackbutts to Long Beach and walk 500 m south to the base of the pinnacles. Local Aboriginal 
people used white clay from here as ochre and it became an important trade commodity. Return 
to the junction and follow the track left to another lookout, then head back uphill to the carpark.

•	 Severs Beach: It’s only 500 m each way. Leave from the carpark to walk to the sandy beach on 
the eastern bank of Pambula River. You’ll pass a huge Aboriginal midden just before the beach 
and the calm waters make it a popular swimming and picnic spot.

•	 North Long Beach: This walk is only 300 m each way. The beach is a great place to do a quiet 
bit of birdwatching. Pied oystercatchers are common and between September and May you could 
see little terns (p185).
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Getting to the southern section
Leave the Princes Highway 18 kilometres south of Eden along Edrom Road. Take care as 
this road is used by logging trucks.

0.0 km Edrom Rd, signed Green Cape Lighthouse 23 km.
5.5 km Right on the gravelled Green Cape Rd, signed Saltwater Creek 17 km, Bittangabee 
 Bay 18 km and Green Cape Lighthouse 21 km and follow the signs. 
 13.8 km Turn right at the Y-junction, signed Bittangabee Bay and Green 
  Cape Lighthouse. (Left branch leads 8.2 km to Saltwater Creek.)

20.0 km Disaster Bay Lookout to the right.
21.0 km Go right at a Y-junction, marked Green Cape Lighthouse 5 km. 

(The left branch goes  3.0 km to Bittangabee.)
22.8 km Turnoff on right signed City Rock 700 m.
 24.2 km Parking bay for City Rock walk.
23.1 km Turnoff to Pulpit Rock 1.6 km on left.
25.7 km Parking bay at Green Cape Lightstation. (Leave second vehicle 

here if doing a car shuffle for Light to Light walk.)
10.5 km Turn left on gravelled road to Davidson Whaling Station Historic Site.

15.1 km Carpark at Davidson Whaling Station Site.
15.5 km Turn right from the bitumen into the gravelled road to Boyds Tower 1.2 km.
16.7 km  Carpark and start of Boyds Tower and Light to Light walks.

DAVIDSON WHALING STATION HISTORIC SITE
Australia’s longest continuously operating shore-based whaling station

Alexander Davidson built his family a cottage at Kiah Inlet in 1847 and started a mixed farm. His 
whaling station was built at Kiah Inlet in 1857 on an Aboriginal midden, and using timber from 
the wrecked ship Laurence Frost. Davidson left for the Kiandra goldfields (see Take a Walk in 
Kosciuszko National Park) in 1860 but returned shortly after and acquired whaling gear and 
whaleboats from Ben Boyd’s bankrupt whaling venture (p243). The station passed through three 
generations of the Davidson family, before operations ceased in 1929. It was the last shore-based 
whaling station to close, and Twofold Bay hasn’t seen whaling since.

To begin with there were two competitors for Twofold Bay’s whales. The Davidsons employed 
local Tharwa Aborigines to crew the small whaling boats. They were excellent harpooners, and 
relied on killer whales (orcas) to alert them about a pending catch. Orcas are one of the southern 
right whale’s few predators and during whaling seasons, pods of killer whales herded southern right 
and humpback whales towards shore. After the catch, the orcas ate the lips and tongues of the prey, 
leaving the carcasses for the whalers. The Davidsons were the only operators who employed this 
tactic. The relationship between killer whales and other whales appears to be unique to Twofold Bay. 

‘Old Tom’, the most famous killer whale, was their last assistant. When he died George Davidson 
recovered his body and prepared it for display. His skeleton hangs in Eden’s Killer Whale Museum . 

Davidsons also used Boyds Tower as a lookout for over 50 years. Smoke signals or gun shots 
from the tower alerted crews at Kiah Inlet to rush to their boats.

During their hey-day, the Davidsons harvested 10 to 15 whales per year. Each humpback yielded 
between 25-40 barrels of oil (each barrel held about 140 litres) worth around £90 a barrel, at a time 
the average annual wage was around £10. These tallies declined as whale numbers decreased and 
in 1929, just prior to the station’s closure, only one whale was taken from Twofold Bay. 

Davidson Whaling Station was declared an historic site in 1986 and is managed by NPWS.

Light to Light walk campsites: Bookings are essential during peak periods (p234). 
Gas or fuel stoves are preferred. Boil drinking water.

LIGHT to LIGHT WALK
30 km, 3 days, easy, 55 m ascent / descent, maps opposite and p250
Excellent coastal views are the highlight of this great walk. It can be completed as a series 
of day walks but the best way to experience the area is to leave one vehicle at each end and 
complete the walk at a leisurely pace over three days. If time is limited, it can be completed 
comfortably over two days with an overnight stop at Hegartys Bay. 

Day 1. Boyds Tower to Saltwater Creek. 13.2 km, 4.5 hours, 45 m ascent / descent
0.0 km  Walk downhill from the carpark through melaleucas to a short side track, where 

you can look down a sheer-sided crevasse beside Red Point. Continue  to a T-junction where 
the left track descends to a clearing with great views south along the coast to folded rock 
ledges extending upwards at a 60 degree angle. Return to the junction and walk left, uphill 
below casuarinas and coast banksias across the top of the headland where the eucalypts 
are twisted by wind-shear. Continue through open forest to a low melaleuca canopy, near a 
vantage point beside the cliff. Cross a normally dry creek and climb before descending steps 
towards melaleuca forest to another side track leading left for great views back up the coast 
to Boyds Tower. The track descends gradually to a small rocky bay fringed with red sand.

2.3 km  Rock-hop along the shoreline to the track heading up another set of steps at 
the southern end of this bay. Cross another rocky creek bed, then walk over the headland 
past clumps of pittosporum and bloodwood to the top of the next low hill, before emerging 
from the canopy at a service trail. When you reach a junction, veer left to the next junction. 
Ignore the walking track sign pointing right and continue straight ahead towards the coast 
to a point overlooking the next bay where there are good views. Walk back uphill to a faint 
service trail and follow it left to re-join the main trail. The views now extend south along 
the coast as you walk downhill to where the track leads right, away from the road. A short 
side trip straight ahead leads to a spot high above the cliff where a long knife-shaped finger 
of rock runs parallel to the cliff line. Return to the walking trail and swing left across a 
heath-covered plain towards the next area of attractive open forest. The track now descends 

SHORT WALKS IN THE SOUTHERN SECTION 
•	City Rock: It’s only 500 m from the carpark to the rectangular rocky formations on the edge of a 

rock platform that resemble tall city buildings. You’ll pass a shell midden along the way. From the 
edge of the cliff there are views west to Baycliff and Greenglade in Nadgee Nature Reserve and to 
the south west you can look across Disaster Bay to the mouth of Merrica River.

•	Davidson Whaling Station (p247): A short circular interpretive walk leads through the remains 
of Loch Garra, the homestead and gardens built by George and Sarah Davidson. It showcases 
various whaling artefacts as it continues to the remains of the tryworks alongside beautiful Kiah 
Inlet, where blubber was boiled to extract whale oil.

•	Boyds Tower: A visit to Ben Boyd wouldn’t seem complete without a trip to see this excellent 
example of colonial architecture. There are great views down a gorge to the right of the tower. A 
set of steps leads down to a fenced lookout where there are views south along the red cliffs on the 
coastline. Just north of the tower a track leads across the rocky headland to the trig point at Red 
Point for great views across Twofold Bay to Mt Imlay.

i
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gradually past a campsite to a gritty 
beach with orange, lichen-stained rocks 
at Leather Jacket Bay.

4.5 km  A service trail leads uphill 
away from the picnic area at the 
southern end of the bay, through a small 
stand of eucalypt forest. Climb out of 
the forest to where scrubby regrowth 
flanks the track, and then descend to 
a bridge over a gully. The trail now 
winds uphill and levels across the top 
of the ridge before descending again 
over a rough, stony track. This track 
crosses a swampy area before swinging 
uphill in a large arc, and then descends 
to a parking area at the end of the road.

7.2 km  A signed track leads away 
from the road, crosses a log bridge, 
then climbs steeply uphill, passing 
a side track leading left to a small, 
isolated beach. Soon you'll reach a 
grassy clearing at Mowarry Point, a 
grazing area for eastern grey kangaroos 
and a nesting place for ground parrots. 
Low, but obvious track markers outline the route through clumps of bracken fern, across a 
shallow gully to the top of the next grassy hill where there are good views north along the 
coast to Boyds Tower.
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9.8 km  Follow the markers south-east through the melaleucas. The trail winds left 
and right to another vantage point, passing stands of woollybutts before reaching a heath-
covered plain, then another melaleuca forest. Continue downhill towards a stony beach 
where the boulders are veined with layers of quartz. Red, flat rock slabs line the shore as 
you head to a set of log steps at the southern end of this beach. Climb uphill again through 
low heath, then beneath another melaleuca canopy before reaching a rocky ledge at the top 
of a cliff. Continue eastwards, skirting around a large U-shaped depression in the cliff and 
continue across the rocks to the end of the headland where another set of steps lead west 
uphill through low stunted melaleucas. The track crosses a shallow gully and descends 
gradually along the eastern edge of Saltwater Creek Lagoon. Cross the head of Saltwater 
Creek to a large sheltered camp area, nestled among rough-barked apples behind the dunes.

12.8 km  There are tables, toilets, gas and wood barbecues and rainwater tanks in the 
campground but you’ll need to boil the water.

Day 2. Saltwater Creek to Bittangabee Bay. 9 km, 3.5 hours, 30 m ascent / descent
12.8 km  Walk south along the beach 

past the head of an estuarine lagoon fed 
by Woodburn Creek to a set of log steps 
leading uphill through melaleucas to a 
heath-covered headland. (At high tide, 
you may need to walk further east to 
where a footpad leads back through the 
trees and along the edge of the creek 
to join the main track.) Views extend 
north along the coastline and Mt Imlay 
dominates the horizon to the west. The 
next red rock headland comes into 
view as you walk southwards through 
casuarinas. Cross the rocky bed of a 
creek lined with gahnia, then continue 
uphill to the next heath-covered ridge. 
The track curves left and right and 
climbs another low ridge where Green 
Cape Lightstation comes into view. You 
may be lucky enough to see ground 
parrots along this ridge. The track then 
descends towards another melaleuca 
canopy that almost totally obscures the 
light, near a low swampy gully. Just 
beyond here, a small pebbly beach at 
Hegartys Bay comes into view and the 
track descends towards lichen-covered 
boulders lining the bay. Cross a smooth 
rock slab, scramble south across a rocky 
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crevice and climb uphill over log steps. A wide, well-worn track now leads to Hegartys Bay 
camping area.

There are no facilities at this relatively sheltered bush campsite, and the water in the 
creek is not guaranteed.

18.0 km  The track leads south from the campsite, crosses a small creek, climbs through 
another area of low stunted heath towards the next headland. Beyond here, the track 
descends and curves north to cross Bittangabee Creek, then swings south again towards a 
flat rocky cliff. The track crosses a low heath-covered knoll, descends to a small bridge over 
a normally dry creek bed, then climbs again, out from below the canopy. You pass through 
a large bellbird colony in a tall stand of eucalypts, before descending to another rocky creek 
bed. Cross the wide rocky slab, and then follow the creek downstream towards a junction. 
Turn right and follow the track towards Bittangabee ruins. All that remains is foundations 
of a house, made from locally quarried stone. One of the Imlay brothers intended to occupy 
the house but it was never completed, probably because of their untimely deaths (p243).

From the ruins, descend some log steps to a junction. Turn right, across the stony bed 
of another creek and continue to Bittangabee Bay picnic area. Before heading for the 
campground, swing left towards a beautiful sandy beach. Walk south along the beach and 
scramble over the rocky slabs towards the lightstation storehouse ruins. Parts of old wharf 
moorings and a horse-tramway are still visible at the site. (At high tide, you may need 
to walk along the road from the picnic area and locate a short walking track leading left 
towards the ruins.) A rutted trail leads uphill from the storehouse to the camping area.

21.9 km  There are tables, gas/electric barbecues, toilets, rainwater tanks. 

Day 3. Bittangabee Bay to Green Cape Lighthouse. 7 km, 3 hours, 40 m ascent / descent
21.9 km  A rough stony track descends from the southern end of the camping area 

through tall melaleucas to a set of steps leading to a rocky creek bed. It climbs beside the 
creek and levels along the top of the ridge through woollybutts, scribbly gums and old 
man banksias. It then winds southwards and climbs 
gradually to another level ridgetop. After curving 
through taller open forest, the track descends to a 
boggy area where bracken, tall clumps of sword 
grass and patches of pittosporum line the edge of 
a creek. Beyond here, the track crosses the creek at 
a rocky ford, and then continues on the right bank. 
The trail continues through undulating country 
towards another rocky creek bed, then winds left 
and right uphill through more open forest. After 
levelling, the track emerges at an old service trail. 
Turn right uphill to a T-junction and turn left along 
the main trail to a gravel road. To extend this walk, 
turn left and walk 500 m downhill to the carpark 
at Pulpit Rock. Panoramic coastal views from here 
provide an opportunity to get some more great 
photos. 

Light to Light track marker

SS LY-EE-MOON
A SHIP WITH A BIG PAST

The Ly-ee-Moon was built in England in 1859, starting life as a paddle steamer specifically for the 
opium trade. She was just over 282 feet long and 27 feet wide; a coal powered steam engine turned 
her paddle wheels, and she also had three masts and sails. Her speed could reach 17 knots, the 
fastest speed for a British built vessel at the time. She was also lavishly furnished and said to be a 
sistership to the Royal yachts, Victoria and Albert.

In 1860/61 she was used as a blockade runner in the American Civil War, moving to Hong Kong 
at the end of the war in 1865 where she sailed Chinese waters for the next 7 to 9 years. Renamed, 
and under Japanese ownership or management, she was rammed at anchor in Hong Kong Harbour, 
and sank. 

Refloated and repaired, she sailed to England and was fitted with new engines and converted 
to a screw ship – screw-driven steam ships generally carry the prefix ‘SS’.

SS Ly-ee-Moon then sailed to Australia where she was used to transport passengers to and 
from several destinations from Melbourne to the tip of Cape York, and on to Hong Kong. She was 
being re-fitted in Sydney so she could embark on Fiji and Pacific Island runs when she caught fire 
and it’s reported she was scuttled to extinguish the fire.

Once again she was raised and £4000 was spent to repair her, and she returned to service in 
1878 on the Sydney to Melbourne run.

The Final Disaster
On May 29, 1886 she left Melbourne for Sydney with 86 passengers and crew, and a cargo that 
included many different foodstuffs, haberdashery, tobacco, paper, soap, even guano, wine and 250 
cases of whisky. Captain Webber was the skipper. Next night as the ship was approaching Gabo 
Island (p265) he transferred charge to the Third Officer, with instructions to be called when they were 
nearing Green Cape. According to oral history from the Third Officer’s family, the captain was drunk 
in his cabin and the officer tried many times before having success in getting him to come to the 
bridge at 9 pm. The Ly-ee-Moon was heading straight for Green Cape’s rocks.

Reversing didn’t help and the ship hit the rocks under the lighthouse. Within 10 minutes she 
was broken in two. Only 14 people were rescued, including Captain Webber who was later charged 
with gross negligence, and the Third Officer who received a Gold Medal from the Royal Humane 
Society. Mrs Flora Hannah MacKillop was among the many that lost their lives. She was the mother 
of Australia’s first canonised saint, Mother Mary MacKillop. Many who died in the wreck are buried 
in Ly-ee-Moon cemetery on Green Cape.

26.3 km  From Pulpit Rock, walk back up the road and follow the track through thick 
heath with stunted casuarinas, gnarled coast banksias and spiky hakeas. The track winds 
right and left around a depression before climbing towards the top of the next sandy ridge 
where the lightstation comes into view. The track leads left downhill to circle around a 
dish-shaped gully and crosses an old sandy fire trail. It climbs out of the shallow gully, 
crosses another sandy fire trail and leads uphill towards a tall stand of melaleucas that have 
colonised the site of the lighthouse keeper’s old garden. When you reach a junction, follow 
the sign a few metres to the Ly-ee-Moon cemetery. Return to the junction and walk for a few 
minutes to where you left the second vehicle at the lightstation carpark.

30.0 km  A track continues from here, beside the fenced lightstation buildings towards a 
fenced lookout on the end of the headland. The panorama from here extends north along the 
rocky coastline and on a clear day, you can look south along the Nadgee Wilderness Area 
to Cape Howe (p263). Look for Australian fur seals usually seen frolicking in the waves 
beyond the headland.;


